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Introduction
To rapidly bring your innovations to market, it is critical to expedite
the product development stage. There’s no denying it accounts for
an outstanding proportion of your project expenditure; for example,
when bringing a drug to market, the development process accounts
for two-thirds of the overall cost.1 To propel your project to completion,
pioneering new methodology and having access to essential materials is
vital for successful and cost-efficient development.
Catalysts and ligands may be paramount to advancing your project
as they can facilitate new reactions to obtain your product that are
otherwise not possible, such as cross-coupling reactions. Whether it’s
drug development, agrochemicals, or fine chemical production, catalysts
can help drive your process, reduce costs and streamline your product
development by reducing the number of steps required.
However, while bringing benefits to your project, catalytic steps can also
cause bottlenecks. What happens if you cannot obtain your optimal catalyst
in considerable quantities, and how can this challenge be overcome?
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The big problem: Scaling up
Catalytic steps are becoming more common in development processes
thanks to low catalyst loading and reaction scope. Through ligand
development, you can fine-tune catalysts both electronically and sterically
to meet your project needs. This flexibility of catalysts and ligands means
you can build entire screening libraries to optimize your method.

If the catalyst and ligands that are the most effective for the
reaction aren’t available in larger-than-gram quantities, it can cause
consequential delays. Different ways to obtain large quantities of your
catalyst may be available, but these can often have long lead times,
significantly setting back your project. What solutions are available
when your catalyst is unavailable?

Screening libraries allow you to evaluate catalysts for your reaction
and refine the procedure to find the quickest, cheapest, and most
environmentally friendly conditions to synthesize your product. However,
the high volume of catalysts and ligands available means that your
chosen catalyst may not be as commonly used and produced as other
catalysts. If demand is lacking, it’s probable that your catalyst is not
commercially available when your development team are looking to scale
up the reaction.
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Finding a solution: Side routes,
syntheses, and specialists

Use an alternative catalyst
If your initial screening didn’t identify an adequately active catalyst during
your optimization steps, you can invest more time in finding a suitable
replacement. The screening process can be laborious and financially
exorbitant though, which is detrimental to your product delivery.

Whether tackling the problem yourself, or by collaborating with
catalyst experts, there are several actions you can take to get your
product development back on track:

Compromising to find a commercially available catalyst often means it
will be less suitable. For example, it may be less active than your original
catalyst, and require harsher reaction conditions or a higher catalytic
loading to achieve the same yield of product – if this is even possible.
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Avoid the catalytic step altogether

Make the catalyst yourself

There may be another route to take to your product that cuts out the
catalytic step entirely. For example, you may be able to develop a new
pathway using different commercially available starting materials or
changing conditions like increasing the reaction temperature. This can
allow you to continue producing your product without limitation of
catalyst availability. While a feasible option, concepting a new route will
stretch your valuable financial and time resources, further disrupting the
timely delivery of your product to market.

If you are unable to obtain the catalyst of choice, one solution may be
to develop the catalyst in-house. Synthesizing the required materials
yourself is advantageous as you can prepare quantities of catalyst and
ligands as and when you need them. Although an attractive solution,
if you don’t have the in-house experience or necessary equipment
to produce catalysts at a commercial volume, this will not be a viable
approach for you.

Product development is at the forefront of innovation, and it’s possible a
catalyst-free route has been conceived to overcome similar hurdles faced
by other companies. If this is the case, searching a chemical reaction
literature database such as SciFinder® or Reaxys may give you the answer
you need. Unfortunately, in many cases no efficient route will be known
for your cutting-edge discovery – taking you back to square one.
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Work with a specialist to make the catalyst
Accelerate to the next phase

Instead of making the catalyst yourself or finding a replacement route,
you can work with a specialist to develop and scale the catalyst for you.
Outsourcing the catalyst production may be the most cost and timeefficient way to obtain large quantities of your catalyst. Experts in the field
can advise you on your program and have the facilities to produce your
catalyst at scale and speed.

Sinocompound designs novel solutions that connect you with
advanced technology, giving you the flexibility required to deliver
commercially viable processes. With two specialized plant sites,
an R&D site and an established team of metal catalyst and ligands
experts, Sinocompound can take the catalyst and ligands required for
your process from gram to kilo scale in just 16 weeks.

Additionally, specialized companies will be more familiar with the required
guidelines and standards in place for catalyst development, with many
being ISO-certified. If your organization follows strict GMP procedures,
working with a certified company brings you additional security and
protection. This gives you the knowledge that you can trust the company to

Sinocompound can also work with you on a custom synthesis project
to help develop non-commercially available catalysts/ligands or develop
derivatives of well-established catalysts/ligands. If the best catalyst in
your library isn’t good enough, Sinocompound offers catalyst screening
services in partnership with InCatT, to find you the right catalyst for your
project and produce it in the quantities you need. Sinocompound is ISOcertified and can support catalyst development for any industry, from
drug development to agrochemicals.

get the job done, leaving you to innovate, create, and discover.
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Open the door to new breakthroughs
If the preferred catalyst for your project isn’t commercially available, you
don’t have to settle for an inferior catalyst. You can also avoid spending
copious amounts of time developing a new route or synthesizing the
catalyst yourself. Trusting a dedicated catalyst development company to
deliver the catalyst may provide you with the solution you need. By using
their knowledge to speed-up delivery of your niche product to market,
you can put your time and resources into advancing your project. Where
can our expertise take you?
To find out more about how Sinocompound’s catalyst screening
and custom synthesis solutions can speed-up your route to market,
get in touch here:
https://en.sinocompound.com/Contact.html
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Contact
Call
+44 (0) TBC
Email
sales@sinocompound.com
Web
en.sinocompound.com
LinkedIn
www.linkedin.com/company/sinocompound
Address
Sigang Segment,
North Side of Zhangyang Road,
Zhangjiagang,
Jiangsu 215600,
China
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